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M A TER IA L S A ND OTHER  R EQU IR EM ENTSUse it to…

Hands-on (pt.I): co-design & networking

The World Cafe is a collaborative discussion that brings groups of people together to 
cross-pollinate ideas and enhance their capacity for creative and collaborative 
thinking. It includes 3 rounds of conversation, each round addressing a different 
discussion prompt. 

World CaféH5

• Model the room as a 
Café (Small round 
tables covered with 
paper

• colored markers

• plants or some 
decoration (optional)

• Set 4 - 6 chairs per 
table

• Board/ Flipchart

• Pens, markers, 
pencils in multiple 
colours for every 
table

• Large sheets of 
paper for every table

• "Talking stick" 
(optional)table

●●○60 – 120 minutes 10 – 40+ ●●○

• Hosting large group dialogue

• Challenge assumptions

• Open new possibilities

• Explore a clearly articulated topic, 
question or set of questions

• Explore how contextual factors influence 
a topic 

• Encourage participants to make new 
connections. Strengthen relationships and 
build trust among participants.

• Break old thought patterns; catalyze new 
ideas and thinking. Identify areas of 
common interest, concern, or excitement.

• Explore a topic or issue from multiple 
diverse perspectives. Ensure equal 
footing among participant voices.

LEARN MORE

• The World Café

• Medium @Paula Manzotti

• Meadow Lark

• Medium @Columbia DSL

Potential application to the Geospatial dimension

• Round 1 — empathy driven question When was spatial data relevant for you and why?

• Round 2 — a challenge focused question What challenges do we face when creating or 
improving <a specific service> through the use of interoperable spatial data?

• Round 3 — a question that explores an opportunity space What emerging tech and 
partnerships could be considered in order to improve <a specific service> by using special 
data?

http://www.theworldcafe.com/
https://medium.com/@paulamanzottiscramin/como-facilitar-um-world-café-b44a1a2ff336
http://www.meadowlark.co/world_cafe_resource_guide.pdf
https://medium.com/columbia-dsl/tool-box-world-cafe-surfacing-the-collective-intelligence-of-a-group-ed4556e6113
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World Café

Preparation

H5

1. Introduction  
Begin with a welcome and an 
introduction to the World Café process, 
setting the context, sharing guidelines, 
and putting participants at ease. See 
the World Café website for further 
background and participant guidelines.

2. Questions                              
Questions: each round is guided by a 
question or questions designed for the 
specific context and desired purpose of 
the session. There can be a single 
question that all tables discuss or 
different questions at each table. The 
same questions can be used for more 
than one round, or they can be built 
upon each other to focus the 
conversation or guide its direction.

3. Small group discussions               
(20 minutes per round + 2/3 minutes 
for re-settling). Small group rounds: 
The process begins with the first of 
three or more twenty-minute rounds of 
conversation for the small groups at 
each table. During the rounds 
participants explore the question in 

focus in an open way. A designated 
“table host” should support the flow of 
conversation without leading. At least 
one person should have the 
responsibility to “record” the 
conversation on large paper, using 
words and drawings. Instruct each 
table to begin the first round of 
conversation. Be sure to remind 
participants of the following:

• Timing of the conversation

• Props available (e.g., markers, large 
pieces of butcher paper)

• Role of the host

• Question(s) for discussion At the 
end of each twenty-minute round, 
participants move to new tables. 
One persons stays at each table as 
a "table host" for the next round, 
welcoming the next group and 
briefly filling them in on what 
happened in the previous round.

(cont.)

Walkthrough

(you might need from 2-3 hours to prepare yourself)

Spend some time discovering and crafting the questions you want to use in your Café. If possible 
discuss them with some participants beforehand to see if the questions are engaging enough. 

You can use a World Café to explore a single important question from multiple perspectives (i.e., 
by having multiple rounds of conversation on the same question), or you can structure the 
process to include several questions on a given topic (i.e., by having multiple questions 
throughout the World Café). Determining which approach you will use is the first step in 
preparing for the World Café. If using multiple questions, you will need to (a) determine how 
many rounds of conversation you would like to have and (b) how many rounds will feature new 
questions (as opposed to giving participants the opportunity to discuss the same question more 
than once with different people). 

You can also have a brief presentation to set the baseline of issues or ideas you want to share
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World Café

Walkthrough

H5

DOs, DON’Ts & BE AWARE

! You may opt to do the silent individual 
brainstorming for all four quadrants 
first before posting notes On one hand, 
this makes the process more 
repetitive, but on the other hand, it 
can reduce the influencing effect of 
previous quadrants’ ideas on following 
ones.

!

4. Harvest                                           
After the small group discussions 
(and/or in between rounds, as desired) 
individuals are invited to share insights 
or other results from their conversations 
with the rest of the larger group. For 
each report-out, begin by asking 
participants to silently reflect on their 
small group conversation(s) for 2-3 
minutes. Following this reflection period, 
invite each table host to share a few (2 
to 3) ideas, insights, or other responses 
to the guiding question(s) with the large 
group. 

5. Conclusion and Next steps                
At the conclusion of the World Café 
session, consider providing participants 
with a clear overview of next steps. For 
example, you may wish to share how 
the insights from the session will be 
used within the organization or 
initiative, or whether the transcribed 
comments will be shared with 
participants. Consider converting the 
comments from the session into a brief 
memo of insights, observations, and 
questions for consideration. 


